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ABSTRACT 
The present study deals with a group of insurance policies complementary to life insurance ones, 
concerning Dread Disease risk in additional form as to term insurance policies or in early form as to 
upgraded endowment ones, provided by the Italian insurance market. 
They deal with random benefits of parts with reference to disease and death occurrences as well as a 
first and a second moments, in order to get probability for the portfolio here considered, having a 
coverage fund but no reinsurance. 
The problem is faced also in case of a specific correlation among risks and the correlation is 
determined among the various components of the random gain on single policies. 
In the end a numerical application of schemes involved is also worked out. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Italian insurance market includes life policies offering an additional coverage on “Dread 
Disease” (briefly: DD) risk. 
This study deals with two specific insurance forms, included in the ANIA ‘Wote tecniche 
attuariali”, namely 

DD coverage, linked in additional form to term insurance policies, with capital and annual 
premiums to be constant; 
DD coverage, linked in early form to endowment policies, with capital and annual premiums to 
be upgraded. 

As to them we give a random variables’ “Company benefits” formulation. 
In portfolios of that kind the hypothesis of independence among risks allows for a direct application 
of well known models concerning risk theory, meant at calculating “ruin probability” bounds. 
However a point of special interest concerns the consequences of a positive correlation likely to 
issue from a concurrence of events acting simultaneously on risks insured. 
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We shall therefore consider those changes affecting ruin probability and strategies to 
counterbalance its increase due to such a correlation. 

2. DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION OF BENEFITS ASSURED 
In connection with purposes specified in $1, it is necessary to determine the random present value 
(r.p.v.) on drawing up of the contract (taken as initial time) for the Company's obligations towards a 
policy-holder aged x, distinguishing the two policy forms indicated above. 

a) Additional form as to a term insurance with capital and annual constant premiums in advance, 
n term like that ofprincipal insurance, and exemption from its remaining annual premiums after 
DD rise. 

The r.p.v. of this insurance form is the sum of the two components' r.p.v., , the additional value and 
the exemptive one. Let integer T be. the starting instant of DD rise random year. Put T=m in case of 
non-claim. We shall deal with the case T<n . 
Assuming an uniform distribution of claims' arrivals, we put DD rise and payment of indemnity C 
at T+0.5. Therefore, given rate i, we obtain 

(2.1) B,, = c(i + i)-T-0.5 , T < n 

If T 2 n , the outcome is B,, = 0.  
Let's now introduce the following probabilities concerning a policy-holder aged x, DD free 

,,p?)= probability of persisting h years in state H (= Healthy) 

q',") = transition probability to state D (= Dead) 

q',"") = transition probability to state S (= DD) 

Assuming here no return from S to H, transition after h years from H to S is ruled by 

(2.2) 

which identifies also the distribution function of (2.1), whereas the one from H to D is ruled by 

(2.2') h/lqx (m)- -hPx (H) qx+h (m) , (h = 0,1, ..., n - 1) 

With reference to the r.p.v.'s latter component, indicating by Y20 the random integer number of 
years from DD rise to death (both supposed to occur at half year) and by Q the exempted annual 
premium, we obtain 

(2.3) BESO, = Q(1+ i)-TRT,y , T < n - 1 

when 

(2.4) RT,y =aMli , M=min(Y,n-T-1) 

and arli represents the present value at rate i of the immediate annuity with r years term, being 

a,li = 0. Obviously B~sol = 0 if Y = 0 or if T 2 n - 1 . 
Put again, for a policy-holder in state S, aged x 

Prob (T = h) = ,,,]q',"") = hpy' q:::) , (h = 0,1, ..., n - 1) 

h Px ( S )  

k / l %  (SO) 

V 

= probability of persisting h years in S; 

= transition probability to D after k years; 

= l/(l+i) = discount factor 
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the probabilities concerning Y, conditioned to the event "T = h", are 

q',s,"h'/2 = ,,q(,S,",)/2 , se k = 0 
(2.5) Prob(Y = k I T = h)= , se k = l ,  ..., n-h -1  

n-h Px+h , se k > n - h - 1  

Owing to (2.2) and (2.5) the distribution function of (2.3) issues from 

h/lqx (W k/lqx+h W) , se l l k s n - h - 1  
,,,,q(,Hs)n-hp~~h , se k > n - h - 1  

(2.6) Prob (T = h n Y = k) = 

and the single net premium for the benefit indicated sub a) is 

b) Early form of endowment coverage payable in case of death, with capital and upgraded annual 
premiums in advance, with exemption of remaining annual premiums after DD rise. 
The r.p.v. of this insurance form is the sum of the two components' r.p.v., , the early value and the 
exemptive one. 
Using again the symbol in a), let 
- 

- 

CO be the capital insured on contract subscription for the endowment ; 
P h  , (h = 1, ..., n-1), be the upgrading factor of CO to obtain the capital insured in the year (h, 

?lh  , (h = 0, ..., n-1), be the insured capital's early rate in case of DD rise in the year (h, h+l); 0 < 
h+l); P o  = 1; 

- 

- Qx+h+l 
- 

T ) h S I ;  
be the annual upgraded premium of endowment payable at h ; 

/,,,A(,S) = ZT-,, kllq~sD)vk+' be the net single premium for a term insurance on DD policy- 
holder, with m years term and annual payments in arrears. 

It follows: 

cOp,,vT+O'5[1-vy] , se Y < n - T  

C, pT q ,V~~ .5 [1  - vn-~-0.5] , se Y 2 n - T 
(2.8) .-.=I 
where, if T 2 n, is B,QJT = 0 . 
By analogy with (2.3) and in force of (2.4), the r.p.v.'s latter component is 

M 
(2.9) BE,,, = C,=l Q T + ~ + ~ V ~ + '  T < n - 1 

Obviously Bm02 = 0 if Y = 0 or if T 2 n-1 . 
Because of (2.2) and (2.5), tenable also as to form sub b) , the single net premium is 

(2.10) E(B,4NT 
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3. APPLICATIONS OF RISK THEORY CONCERNING POLICY GAIN 

In order to make estimates under correlation between gains of policies' couples, it is necessary first 
to calculate their means and variances. Such gain issues the gap between prudential (or 1' order) 
technical bases, by which net annual premium is computed, and experience ones (or Znd order), by 
which effective benefits are estimated. 
To that purpose, as to DD coverage premiums, it is necessary to estimate a random annuity-due, 
starting fiom subscription and expiring either on H insured person's death or on DD rise. Denoting 
by U the starting time of an H insured person's year of death (U = co if DD arises), because of above 
stated hypotheses such annuity includes L+l payments, where L = min(T,U). 
The result of the preceding patterns is 

That stated, with reference to form sub a) and using already defined symbols, the random gain 
discounted in 0 on the n term policy j, having capital JC and annual premium J Q ,  is 

(3 4 JxAGG = JpAGG aL+I11 - JB.4GG - 'BFSOl 

where PAm aL+I1l represents the annuity-due value of the corresponding net annual premiums 
agreed up by contract and payable up to DD occurrence or, at the later, for n years 
and JBAGG, 'Bmol are benefits defined in (2.1) and (2.3). The 1' order moment E('XAGG) is 
obtained by subtracting (2.7) fiom 

1 n-l 

(3.3) E(JPAGG a ~ + 1 1 ~ ) =  JpAGG [ C ah+lll ( h / l q ~ S ) + h / l ( l ~ ~ ) ) + a n l ~  
h =O 

and, for the well known formula, the variance of JXA, is obtained in function the 1" and 2nd order 
moments. 
In particular E('XiGG ) is calculated - by (2.2), (2.5), (3.1) and (3.2) - summing up the following 
expressions : 

E [ t p A G G a ~ + l ~ l ~ ]  = ' p k j G  ri h=O (ah+]lIp ( h i l q ( a l S ) + h / l q ~ ~ ) ) + ~ a n 1 1 ) 2  nP(H)] 
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Similarly, in the form sub b), the corresponding policy random gain is given by 

(3.4) JX,, = JpANT aL+Il1 - 'BANT - JBES02 

which uses values defined in (2.8) and (2.9) and annual net premium JPANT as agreed upon. The 

first moment is obtained by subtracting (2.10) from E(JPm, aL+lll), similar to (3.3) by replacing 

'PANT to JPAGG. 

The variance of JXmT is obtained in function of E( JXm, ) and E . Such a 2nd moment 

is the s u m  of the following ones: 

n-h-1 C (Vh+0.5 - Vh+k+0.5 

* {  k=O 

(SD) +(Vh+0,5 - v n )  (S) } ) k/lqx+h n-hPx+h 

By knowing means and variances of gains, it is possible to estimate the risk concerning portfolio 
management under assumptions more general than those leading to independence among policy 
gain r.p.v.s and which give way to customary formulations. 
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It is possible to get some results concerning the problems examined also in the assumption of a two- 
by-two correlation of mentioned r.p.v.s, adopting for all couples, in order to simplify, the same 
Bravais correlation coefficient r.  We shall consider only cases qualified by a weak correlation 
between risks consequent to the effects of the same cause (like age, environmental issues, etc.) on 
risk themselves, which might, in the extreme, be supposed independent conditionally to each of 
possible influencing factors. 
We denote by m = E(X) the mean of the portfolio’s random present gain X (more exactly XAGG or 
X,, , depending on choice), obtained by summing up the single policies’ ones, i.e. the values 

E(’X), where ’X is ’XAm or ’X,, . Besides, let be: 
JQ2 = 02(Jx) 

J~ = = standard deviation of J X  

Q = standard deviation of X. 
Denoting by G the solvency fund’s amount relative to the portfolio in question, the number 

(3.5) 

represents its “safety index”. It is well known the probability ruin upper bound, due to Cantelli, in 
function of G through (3.9, given by 

1 P r o b ( X + G < O )  5 - i+a2 (3.6) 

where from h > 0 follows l/(l+h*) < 1. (3.6) holds true, no matter the X distribution, also in case of 
positive correlation between risks. In this case, it will be sufficient to put in (3.5) 

Clearly, by the growing of r along positive numbers, Q too grows and with it the bound l/(l+h2), 
wherefore the link weakens and probability may increase (without however ever reaching 1). 
If risks are independent it is well known that, under wider assumptions (basically if each single 
risk’s variance is negligible as to the whole portfolio’s) the distribution of X converges “in law” to 
Gauss distribution with increase of risks’ number. Therefore, being 

the distribution of the normalized variable correspondent to X in a portfolio with several 
homogeneous policies is approximately N(0,l) and we can, therefore, write: 

1 dx < - 
2 

Jz;; 1 1,“ e-x2 12 (3.7’) P r o b ( X + G < O )  = - 

Anyway, in the assumption of correlation as mentioned above, the aforesaid limit theorem does not 
apply and with it the entire processing in general must be dropped. 
However, under very specific hypothesis regarding correlation, an estimate based on (3.7’) may be 
accepted as approximate pattern. If we follow de Finetti’s theory, that is possible if correlation 
exists between risks of the same nature only owing to a concurrence of external circumstances 
acting on them simultaneously causing their probability to vary according to approximately 
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Gaussian distribution‘. Indeed the situation previously assumed about correlated risks corresponds 
substantially to that described by de Finetti and we can therefore apply his conclusions. 
If therefore we consider this framework acceptable we can take also in this case the right hand side 
of (3.7’) as an approximate estimation of ruin probability, provided we put 

where 

wherefiom c2 is linear function of r, ranging from cj Jo2 to bj ’0)’ with the growing of r fiom 

0 to +l. Clearly h decreases and (3.7’) grows with r, even if keeping below 0.5. 
To counteract increase of ruin probability due to correlation, two known ways offer: 

to make recourse to a reinsurance strategy; 
to increase the solvency fund andor loading. 

The next part of this fj evidences a further aspect: the correlation contained in Bravais parameter 
Jphlk implicitly existing between cost and revenue components of a policy gain. 
Let us state, for shortness sake, with reference to j policy 

’B, = JPANTliL+,ll ; JB, = JB,T ; ’B3 = ’BEso2 

Bearing in mind the moments’ formulas, the following quantities regarding specifically additional 
form of policies can be calculated: 

(3.10) i o i  = var ( JAh)  = E(JAi ) - [E( JAh) ]z  ; h = l , 2 , 3  

(3.11) d o h k  = cOv(JAh , J A k )  = E(JAhJAk)-E(JAh)E(JAk);h,k=1,2,3;h#k 

(3.12) d p m = T  dCThk ; h , k = l , 2 , 3 ;  h # k  
A C T h A C T k  

as well as those i o i  , ~ C T ~  , dphk , defined in a parallel way concerning early forms. 

‘ In a fundamental paper (see “I1 problema dei pieni“, G.I.I.A.,1940,p. 20) de Finetti reports as follows (here translated): 
“...It is not difficult to extend to such a case” i.e. of correlation “the analysis till now worked out” in non-correlation 
hypothesis, “because it will suffice to take into account rectangular terms in the G formula. It is necessary however to 
go back to the preliminary observations ....... since in the new case the reasons above indicated can no longer be applied 
....... If we instead assume the correlation to take place mainly among risks of the same nature, owing to circumstances 
having the Same influence, either increasing or decreasing corresponding probabilities, and if we furtherly assume 
probability distribution of such factors’ influence on probability to follow Gauss’ distribution (or to have anyway a 
similar form), the conclusion reached above is still tenable. Let’s suppose, to refer to the simplest case, that probability 
distribution f(x)dx that a given set of circumstances may take place, conditionally to which n events insured be 
considered independent and having the some probability x. We shall indicate by = I xf(x)dx before getting to known 
the circumstances in question ...... Assuming to know them and value x therewith, probability of total deviation will 
(approximately and under conditions specified in n. 2) be Gaussian.........”. The Author then examines further details, 
which we must here leave out for space reasons. 
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4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 

It is not within the scope of this paper to analyse possible management strategies in order to limit 
the increase of ruin probability due to correlation*, while we intend to examine by means of a 
numerical application the variations of safety index of upper bound ruin probability and of 
estimation (3.7’) alongside correlation growth, having fixed G on the solvency margin imposed by 
E. C. regulations on life insurance. 
On the other hand, we analyse the G variations needed to leave the ruin probability unchanged as 
correlation growths. 
In terms of application we refer to insurance forms illustrated in 5 2 and to the expressions of 
moments formulated in 0 3. As to technical demographic bases, we have used those provided by 
A m 3 ,  concerning 10-year-term contracts having as initial benefit 1000 currency units and an 
insured male population aged 35, 40, 45 and 50, whereas the technical discount rate is fixed in 
i=0,025. 
In Tables 1 and 2, the mean and the standard deviation of X A ~  and X ~ T  are indicated as well as 
the values of G and h, the latter referred to the assumption of safety load implicit in the lo%, 15% 
and 20% technical demographic bases. The analysis of values indicated for each contract shows a 
very low safety index as a result of reduced margins for the Company due to a high variability 
benefits. The ratios o ( X ) E ( X )  range from a minimum of 9,06, corresponding to the highest safety 
load premium, to a maximum of 78,ll.  

Table 1 ADDITIONAL FORM 

Table 2 EARLY FORM 

As evidenced in Tables 3 and 4 (each referred to the two insurance forms analysed), a significant 
improvement of the safety index is achieved in case of a portfolio holding at least 10000 contracts, 
assuming an uniform contracts’ distribution in the four age groups considered; the ruin probability, 
calculated with reference both to (3.6) and (3.7’) shows untenable levels in portfolios qualified by 
N<= 2500 policies considering that estimate is made in case of non-correlation. 

_ _ _ _ ~  ~~ 

* We refer specifically to the execution of reinsurance strategy or, alternatively, to the introduction of an increase on 
solvency fund andor on loads, the latter choice being, however, market conditioned. 
’ See ANIA (1 992). 
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Table 4 NON CORRELATED CONTRACTS - EARLY FORM 

Dropping out the hypothesis of independence and considering a weak positive correlation between 
contracts in the portfolio, safety conditions rapidly get worse, with a significant increase in ruin 
probability, also corresponding to low correlation level (~0,001); specifically Tables 5 and 6 (with 
respect to the two insurance forms and to a 10000 contract portfolio) give h values as well as ruin 
probabilities according to definitions given in 3 3, with the correlation factor varying from a 
minimum of 0,001 to a maximum of 0,25. 

Table 5 N=10000 CORRELATED CONTRACTS ~ ADDITIONAL FORM 
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Table 6 N=IOM)O CORRELATED CONTRACTS - EARLY FORM 

Therefore correlation, though weak, between risks insured produces a significant growth of ruin 
probability and a larger portfolio allows a better safety index only when corresponding to low 
correlation levels (r<0,05). In the end results evidence the shortcoming of the present solvency 
margin calculation. As a matter of fact Tables 7 and 8 worked out (with respect to the two insurance 
forms on portfolios qualified by N=100, 5000, 10000 and in connection with a presumptive 15% 
safety load) prove the inadequacy of the solvency margin when the risk correlation increases. The 
aim of stabilizing the ruin probability at the level r-0 requires an increase in the solvency margin 
against the one imposed from a minimum of 2,3% for ~ 0 , 0 0 1  to a maximum of 9349,2% for r=0,25 
within the two insurance forms examined. 

Table 7 S M SHORT COMING - ADDITIONAL FORM 
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Table 8 
r 

0,000 
0,001 
0,005 
0,010 
0,015 
0,020 
0,030 
0,050 
0,100 
0,150 
0,200 
0,250 

~- 

~~ 

S.M SHORT COMING - EARLY FORM 
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